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Agm battery tender harbor freight

12-18-2008, 05:01 #1 Hello - I have this float from Harbor Freight: Search In the manual, says This floating charger is designed to support flooded or lead-acid batteries WARNING: Do not use agm-type batteries. This charger supports batteries with a rated power of 5 to 125 amps/hour. Max charge of 13.2 VDC. What's going on? Does anyone use these port
cargo alloy charges on AGM batteries? I find it hard to believe it won't be good, but it says not to use for AGM batteries. Thanks for all the information! -D- 12-18-2008, 18:03 #2 buy very cheap tools in Harbor Care... They work well. When they break, I buy more. However, a float charger is something for me that remains plugged into the garage all winter,
connected to a battery ...... Automatically. I've seen firsthand what happens to batteries when they're charged. Everything from lead to hra... You like this, but you are still not well88 cities like the 4, that is, do not hesitate to stay in Ashley. Real Battery Tender Jr. is $29 per auto parts/boat store. Only my $.02... 12-18-2008, 06:09 #3 I have two port cargo
chargers that are very few ten years old. One for my car, the other for skiing. I remember paying $4.99 back then. They are still very accessible. Its simple basic float chain monitor, which keeps the voltage up with a small jet, cuts off. The main purpose of this is to prevent sulfation in cells. 12-18-2008, 8:49 p.m. #4 For me as a chance and burning the place is
not worth the little $s would save. I'm using six of these right now. (on PWC, ATV, Bicycle.) Also model Plus on my cargo amp;amp;sr=8-1 12-18-2008, 21:45 #5 I will buy their hand tools and hydraulics, but their electronics are the scariest! Hell, they've seized on their watch fuses sometimes they have branded things like Wolo and it's good, but steer clear
the Chicago electric (house brand) but the buyer be cautious! everything they sell! 12-18-2008, 21:47 #6 in other words! +1 Originally published as DrewNJ I buy a lot of cheap tools at Harbor Freight... They work well. When they break, I buy more. However, a float charger is something for me that remains plugged into the garage all winter, connected to a
battery ...... Automatically. I've seen firsthand what happens to batteries when they're charged. Everything from lead to hra... You like this, but you are still not well88 cities like the 4, that is, do not hesitate to stay in Ashley. Real Battery Tender Jr. is $29 per auto parts/boat store. Only my $.02... 12-18-2008, 10:01 a.m. #7 12-18-2008, 10:11 a.m. #8 originally
posted by D-Sect Hello - I have this floating charger from Harbor Freight: Search in the manual, he says This charger is connected to the for the maintenance of flooded or lead-acid batteries CAUTION: Do not use AGM batteries. This charger supports batteries with a rated power of 5 to 125 amps/hour. Max charge of 13.2 VDC. What's going on? Does
anyone use these port cargo alloy charges on AGM batteries? I find it hard to believe it won't be good, but it says not to use for AGM batteries. Thanks for all the information! - You really answered your own question. If you spent the money on an AGM battery, you need to finish the job... and get a charger/battery support that meets your specific AGM needs!
The AGM battery I took from Sears recommended this cheap charger: use it for all my battery needs... trucks, PWC and boats. 12-18-2008, 10:17 a.m. #9 They're doing a new battery auction that has 6 chargers in it now. I saw a Speedvision ad this week. 12-19-2008, 13:09 #10 Originally published by ZMANN I'll buy hand tools and hydraulics, but their
electronics are scary at best! Hell, they've seized on their watch fuses sometimes they have branded things like Wolo and it's good, but steer clear the Chicago electric (house brand) but the buyer be cautious! everything they sell! I agree with the electronic stuff. Wallace World has already seen him, you've said enough there. Things from C.E., some aren't
bad. Some of them have rearranged things from B&amp;d, just their seconds. I see a local selling some real-name items. That's a good thing. Originally published as RX951 They're doing a new battery auction that has six chargers on it now. I saw a Speedvision ad this week. That would be nice for me, except that my toys are everywhere and I keep the
batteries in them. I use all of them' quick connections. The $24,000 and $6 is that it's still cheaper than what a 1- 6 bank unit should cost. I guess I should check it out. Keep the battery fully charged with this compact, comfortable float. The float charge/support provides a voltage that corresponds to the self-leveling battery speed of 12, keeping the battery
clogged at all times without charging. Ideal for long-term car storage, 12 volts of spare batteries for machine pumps and other applications that require the battery to be fully charged between long periods of non-use. Charging or maintaining 12 volts of batteries in memoryAlligator brackets with ring pliers option for permanent installationLED displays when
the battery is charging or fully chargedRed warning light for reverse polarity or short circuit12 feet. Charging cableAutomaticly supports proper voltageUse fully charged 12 volts flooded lead-acid or AGM batteries only. Not for gel batteries. Microprocessor technology gives this 12-volt battery device, most 12v batteries, including deep cycle batteries, gel and
AGM. The fully automatic microprocessor control function adjusts the amperage speed for charging and maintaining batteries quickly and safely at one button. High-frequency current pulse can be used to restore car batteries that are weak, sulphated or deeply drained. Microprocessor control adjusts the current to match the battery type and conditionHigh
frequency technology is more than 20% more efficient and over 50% lighter than conventional charging systemsWinter mode for specialized battery charging in winter weather conditions Large LCD display shows a full range of readables, including voltage /amplification, charging capacity and includes indicator poor batteryAutomatic switches to maintenance
mode when the battery is chargedTerevobutovo 7 ft. 14 overall cablesThis position is subject to 20% recharing fee Show More Keep 12 volts car battery in the best condition even when your car is in stock. The automatic battery charger has a floating circuit to support a full charge without recharging. Easy to use, simply connect the battery and plug in the
charger. Ideal for RVs, ATV and other seasonal vehicles. Maintain 12 volt rechargeable batteries in memoryCopper coatingbig steel battery for better conductive light for LED indication for power 10 ft. 22 caliber cable For charging with 22 caliberAutomatic closing of closed rooms
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